MoonDance

is a magic game of stories - inventing them, writing or
recounting or play-acting them, sharing and enjoying them. There are as
many variations as there are players.
The only limitations are the limits of the imagination, and those are very far
indeed  much farther than we tend to believe

MoonDance

is for people of all ages and backgrounds. Anyone can play it.

MoonDance

-

takes you away to the wonderland of the imagination
trains the use of mental imagery
enhances expressive foreign language acqusition
practises your creative writing skills
supports your personal growth

MoonDance

has been enjoying nearly 20 years of undiminishing popularity
among teachers, trainers, and players now. It is currently
available in English, Spanish and German language versions.

MoonDance

comes with its own soundtrack: to relax you and at the same
time stimulate your creative imagination, a music CD is included.
It was especially composed for the game.

Here is how it
looks:

The coloured segements on the Moon Disc in the middle
represent eight archetypal segments of a story:
Once upon a time, there was ...
He/She/It lived ...
He/She/ It loved to ...
And so on.
For each segment, there is a deck of 20 cards containing characters,
activities, places and so on, depending on the segment.

And here is
how it goes:

Starting with the segment Once upon a time, there was ..., you pick any
of the cards of the same colour and turn it over. it might read ... a dancer.
Maybe you begin by describing the dancer, or you pick up the next card
belonging to the segment He/She/It lived ..., and that could say in a forest
and you start relating the dancers llife in the forest.
With each new card, another image will unfold before your minds eye, and
all you have to do is translate theses images into written or oral narration
and develop or embellish them to your own liking.
In the end, there will be a complete story that can be funny, mysterious, or
a lot of other things, with surprising twists and turns and solutions to problems.

MoonDance

can be played on your own or in groups.

MoonDance
comes from:

GePart Games
PO Box 1123
D-64665 Alsbach
Germany

+49 6257 507602
info@gepartgames.de
www.gepartgames.de

